1. How do I begin intellipath®?

   Log in into Virtual Campus and navigate to your classroom. The intellipath® icon appears in the top menu under the Assignments category of the classroom dashboard. From within the assignment details, the intellipath® link appears under the My Work section.

2. What is the difference between Determine Knowledge, Resume, and Revise in intellipath®?

   **Determine Knowledge** is used at the beginning of a unit/objective when you are starting your unit work and creating your unit/objective Learning Path. The Resume icon is displayed when you return to intellipath® to continue working on a lesson. The system takes you back to where you stopped working previously in the system. The Revise icon allows you to revise and improve previously completed lessons.
3. What is Determine Knowledge?

Determine Knowledge is made up of some required beginning questions that you complete at the beginning of the objective, which allow the system to determine how familiar you are with the objective topics. The questions answered generate a Learning Path that reflects your current mastery level. Each unit/objective will begin with a Determine Knowledge assessment. **Click on Determine Knowledge below "What do to first" to begin.**

4. How do I interpret my Learning Path?

Use the Learning Path legend to determine your mastery level. You may revise your lessons an unlimited amount of times to improve your score. The Locked symbol indicates lessons that need you to do more prerequisite work earlier in the Learning Path before recommending success for the locked lesson. Once the prerequisite work is complete, the lesson will automatically unlock.
5. **Do I need to log in or have an access code to enter intellipath®?**

No; once the course officially begins, you will have access to the intellipath®. Click the intellipath® icon from the top menu under the Assignments category of the classroom dashboard. From within the assignment details, the Intellipath link appears under the My Work section.

6. **How do I know what to work on next?**

The Objective level page in intellipath® will present the student with “What to do next” the recommended step will be indicated by a red button (Determine Knowledge, Learn, Resume, or Revise) follow these suggested steps to continue your progress.
7. Where can I find the intellipath® assignment due date?

Each intellipath® due date is listed in your classroom and within intellipath®. In the classroom your due dates are listed in the following areas:

1. On the My To Do List on the home page located in the lower right corner of your screen
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2. On the Assignment List page
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3. In the Assignment Overview area at the top of the Assignment Details page.
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8. **How do I contact my instructor if I need assistance?**

If you are in need of assistance you may contact your instructor via email and the Virtual Campus messaging. You can also message your instructor via intellipath. To contact your instructor in Intellipath, click the **Contact** icon at the top right-hand corner of the screen. This will open a message box that will allow you to type a message, the message will be automatically addressed to your faculty member, after you’ve typed your desired message simply click Send Message.
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9. **Can I upload or attach a document/file in intellipath®?**

If uploading or submitting a document/file in intellipath® is required for your course, you will see a Submissions tab on the Lesson actions page.
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10. **Can I post a response to the discussion board in intellipath®?**

No; you must post your responses through the discussion board.
11. **Can I send messages to fellow students using Intellipath®?**

When you are working within a lesson, you are able to send messages to students who have either completed the lesson or are currently working on the same lesson. To view these groups, click on the Group icon in the top right corner of your lesson screen. A pop-up window will open and list any students currently working on the same lesson. Click “Find people that have completed this lesson” at the bottom of this pop-up to also view a list of students who have already completed the lesson. You are able to click any student name from this Group list and send a message directly to that student. The student will receive a notification the next time he or she is in that objective.

12. **Can I use Delete in Intellipath®?**

No; you will not be able to use the delete function in Intellipath®.

13. **Can I download any content from Intellipath®?**

Some lessons will include downloadable files or web resources from the instructor. These resources will be available under the Extras menu, located in the top right corner of the any lesson screen.

14. **Can I print content from Intellipath®?**

At this time, there is not an option to print content from Intellipath.
15. **Do I submit my assignment using intellipath®?**

You will not need to submit or upload your Intellipath assignment or progress. Your work in the intellipath® system is will be saved when you select the “Save for next time” option when exiting a lesson or simply by fully completing the lesson. Your instructor can review and grade your work within the system.

16. **Why are some of my learning lessons locked?**

This is an indication that you need to work through lessons on earlier in your Learning Path, towards the left side or the prerequisite lessons to unlock the locked lessons on the right-hand side of your Learning Path.

17. **How do I access the page with all of my course objectives?**

On the top of the intellipath® screen, you will see the title of your current course. Clicking your course title will bring you to the overview page. The Overview page will list your next steps and the steps you have completed so far.
In order to access other objectives in your course click Objectives, this screen will allow you to access both past and future objectives of your course. Click Objectives to view both past and future course units/objectives.

18. **Is there a scratch pad in intellipath®?**

Within the Interactive Examples and the Questions section you will see a Pencil icon in the top right-hand corner of each question or example. Click on the icon to open a scratchpad.